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Abstract 

Several line drawing algorithms are developed. Their basic objective is to enable visually satisfactory images in least 

possible time. This is achieved by reducing the calculations to a minimum. This is by using integer arithmetic rather 

than floating point arithmetic. This way of minimizing even a single arithmetic operation is important. This is because 

every drawing or image generated will have a large number of line segments in it and every line segment will have 

many pixels. So saving of one computation per pixel will save number of computations in generating an object. This in 

turn minimizes the time required to generate the whole image on the screen. Applying proper transformation to a 

simple program can derive a wide variety of line drawing algorithms. The transformations increase the algorithm’s 

performance and eliminate the need for floating- point computations. 

 

 

Keywords: Scan-Conversion, Bresenham’s Algorithm, And Digital Differential Analyzer. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Rasterization is the task of taking an image described in a vector graphics format (shapes) and converting 

it into a raster image (pixels or dots) for output on a video display or printer, or for storage in a bitmap file 

format. The term refers to the popular rendering algorithm for displaying three-dimensional shapes on a 

computer. Rasterisation is currently the most popular technique for producing real-time 3D computer 

graphics. Real-time applications need to respond immediately to user input, and generally need to produce 

frame rates of at least 30 frames per second to achieve smooth animation.  

 

Compared with other rendering techniques such as ray tracing, Rasterization is extremely fast. However, 

Rasterization is simply the process of computing the mapping from scene geometry to pixels and does not 

prescribe a particular way to compute the color of those pixels. Shading, including programmable shading, 

may be based on physical light transport, or artistic intent. 

 

A line drawing algorithm is a graphical algorithm for approximating a line segment on discrete graphical 

media. On discrete media, such as pixel-based displays and printers, line drawing requires such an 

approximation (in nontrivial cases). A better representation with multiple color gradations requires an 
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advanced process, anti-aliasing. On continuous media, by contrast, no algorithm is necessary to draw a line. 

For example, oscilloscopes use natural phenomena to draw lines and curves. 

 

The Cartesian slope-intercept equation for a straight line is Y= mX + B with m representing the slope of the 

line and b as the y intercept. Given that the two endpoints of the line segment are specified at positions (X1, 

Y1) and (X2, Y2).  We can determine values for the slope m and y intercept b with the following 

calculations,  m = (X2 – Y1)/(X2-X1)  

So b= Y1 – m.X1 

 

2. Bresenham's Line Algorithm 

Bresenham's line algorithm is an algorithm that determines which points in an n-dimensional raster should 

be plotted in order to form a close approximation to a straight line between two given points. It is 

commonly used to draw lines on a computer screen, as it uses only integer addition, subtraction and bit 

shifting, all of which are very cheap operations in standard computer architectures. It is one of the earliest 

algorithms developed in the field of computer graphics. A minor extension to the original algorithm also 

deals with drawing circles. 

While algorithms such as Wu's algorithm are also frequently used in modern computer graphics because 

they can support antialiasing, the speed and simplicity of Bresenham's line algorithm means that it is still 

important. The algorithm is used in hardware such as plotters and in the graphics chips of modern graphics 

cards. It can also be found in many software graphics libraries. Because the algorithm is very simple, it is 

often implemented in either the firmware or the graphics hardware of modern graphics cards. 

Consider drawing a line on a raster grid where we restrict the allowable slopes of the line to the range   

0 <= m <= 1. 

If we further restrict the line-drawing routine so that it always increments x as it plots, it becomes clear that, 

having plotted a point at (x,y), the routine has a severely limited range of options as to where it may put 

the next point on the line: 

 

• It may plot the point (x+1,y), or: 

• It may plot the point (x+1,y+1). 

 

So, working in the first positive octant of the plane, line drawing becomes a matter of deciding between 

two possibilities at each step. 

We can draw a diagram of the situation which the plotting program finds itself in having plotted (x,y). 
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In plotting (x,y) the line drawing routine will, in general, be making a compromise between what it would 

like to draw and what the resolution of the screen actually allows it to draw. Usually the plotted 

point(x,y) will be in error, the actual, mathematical point on the line will not be addressable on the pixel 

grid. So we associate an error, E, with each y ordinate, the real value of y should be y + E. This error will 

range from -0.5 to just under +0.5. 

In moving from x to x+1 we increase the value of the true (mathematical) y-ordinate by an amount equal to 

the slope of the line, m. We will choose to plot (x+1,y) if the difference between this new value and y is less 

than 0.5. 

 

• Integer only - hence efficient (fast). 

• Multiplication by 2 can be implemented by left-shift. 

• This version limited to slopes in the first octant. 

Here is a C++ implementation of the Bresenham’s algorithm for line segments in the first octant. 

    void linev6(Screen &s, 

              unsigned x1, unsigned y1, 

              unsigned x2, unsigned y2, 

              unsigned char color ) 

    { 

      int dx  = x2 - x1, 

          dy  = y2 - y1, 

          y   = y1, 

          eps = 0; 

     

      for ( int x = x1; x <= x2; x++ )  { 

        s.Plot(x,y,color); 

        eps += dy; 

        if ( (eps << 1) >= dx )  { 

          y++;  eps -= dx; 

        } 

      } 

    } 

This is an all-integer function, employs left shift for multiplication and eliminates redundant operations by 

tricky use of the eps variable. 

This implementation of Bresenham's algorithm is incomplete; it does not check the validity of its arguments. 

A real implementation should do this. In fact, a real implementation of Bresenham's algorithm should do 

more than simply reject lines with slopes lying outside the first octant; it should handle lines of arbitrary 

slope. 

 

3. DDA Algorithm 
 

Digital Differential Analyzer is a scan conversion line algorithm based on calculating either dy or dx. We 

sample the line at unit intervals in one coordinate & determine corresponding integer values nearest to the 

line path for the other coordinate. The basis of the DDA method is to take unit steps along one coordinate 

and compute the corresponding values along the other coordinate. DDA still uses floating-point 

calculations. The unit steps are always along the coordinate of greatest change, e.g. if dx = 10 and dy = 5, 

then we would take unit steps along x and compute the steps along y.  

Complete DDA Algorithm 1 

Procedure DDA( x1, y1, x2, y2: integer);  

 

var   dx, dy,  
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Steps: integer;    

x_inc, y_inc, x, y: real;  

Begin   dx := x2 - x1;  

dy := y2 - y1;    

If abs(dx) > abs(dy) 

 Then       

  Steps: = abs(dx);  

{ 

Steps is larger of dx, dy 

} 

 else      steps := abs(dy);   

 x_inc := dx/steps;  

y_inc := dy/steps;    

{ 

Either x_inc or y_inc = 1.0, the other is the slope 

} 

   x:=x1;  

y:=y1;  

  set_pixel(round(x), round(y));    

for i := 1 to steps do      

Begin        

x := x + x_inc;       

 y := y + y_inc;        

set_pixel(round(x), round(y));      

end;  

end;  

{DDA}  

 

The digital differential analyzer (DDA) is a scan-conversion line algorithm based on calculating either �y 

or �x, using Eq. (4) or Eq. (5). We sample the line at unit intervals in one coordinate and determine 

corresponding integer values nearest the line path for the other coordinate. 

 

Consider first a line with positive slope. If the slope is less than or equal to 1, we sample at unit x intervals 

(�x = 1) and compute each successive y value as 

                                    If          slope m > 1 

i.e.       �y/�x > 1 

Then     �y > �x 

 

Now the step increment will be given to x 

 

i.e.       �x = x2 – x1 = 1 

Since    �y/�x = m 

      

�y/1 = m 

�y = m 

Or 

y2 – y1 = m 

       y2 = y1 + m 

       yk+1 = yk + m                                                              (6) 

And       xk+1 = xk + 1 

 

Subscript k takes integer values starting from 1, for the first point, and increases by 1 until the final 

endpoint is reached. Since m can be any real number between 0 and 1, the calculated y values must be 

rounded to the nearest integer. 
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For lines with a positive slope greater than 1, we reverse the roles of x and y. That is, we sample at unit y 

intervals (�y = 1) and calculate each succeeding x value as 

xk+1 = xk + 1/m                                                             (7) 

And    yk+1 =  yk + 1 

 

Equations (6) and (7) are based on the assumption that lines are to be processed from the left endpoint to 

the right end-point. If this processing is reversed, so that the starting endpoint is at the right, then either we 

have �x = -1 and 

yk+1 = yk – m                                                                (8) 

 

or (when the slope is greater than 1) we have �y = -1 with 

xk+1= xk – 1/m                                                              (9) 

 

Equations (6) through (9) can also be used to calculate pixel positions along a line with negative slope. If 

the absolute value of the slope is less than 1 and the start endpoint is at the left, we set �x = 1 and calculate 

y values with Eq. (6). 

When the start endpoint is at the right (for the same slope), we set �x = -1 and obtain y positions from Eq. 

(8). Similarly, when the absolute value of a negative slope is water than 1, we use �y = -1 and Eq. (9) or 

we use �y = 1  

 

DDA Algorithm 2 

 

HMint xa, ya, xb, yb, dx, dy, steps, xinc, yinc 

dx = xb – xa 

dy = yb – ya 

If (dx � dy) 

steps = dy 

else 

steps = dx 

xinc = dx / steps 

yinc = dy / steps 

for ( i=0; i < steps; i++) 

            { 

             putpixel(x, y, 1) 

             x = x + xinc 

              y = y + yinc 

} 

 

The DDA algorithm is a faster method for calculating pixel positions than the direct use of equation 1. It 

eliminates the multiplication in equation 1 by making use of raster characteristics, so that appropriate 

increments are applied in the x or y direction to step to pixel positions along the line path. The 

accumulation of round off error in successive additions of the floating-point increment, however, can cause 

the calculated pixel positions to drift away from the true line path for long line segments. Furthermore, the 

rounding operations and floating-point arithmetic are still time-consuming. We can improve the 

performance of the DDA algorithm by separating the increments m and l / m into integer and fractional 

parts so that all calculation is reduced to integer operations. 

 

4. Scan Conversion: Drawing a Straight Line 
 

Such a line should ideally have the following properties.  

• Straight 

• Pass through endpoints 

• Smooth  

• Independent of endpoint order 
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• Uniform brightness  

• Brightness independent of slope  

• Efficient 
 
A Straightforward Implementation 

 

Drawline(x1,y1,x2,y2) 

int x1,y1,x2,y2; 

{ 

float y; 

int x; 

for (x=x1; x<=x2; x++) { 

y = y1 + (x-x1)*(y2-y1)/(x2-x1) 

SetPixel(x, Round(y) ); 

} 

} 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Many computer graphic devices uses these line drawing algorithms to approximate the appearance of 

straight lines on devices that can only produce dots on discrete grid. Simplicity and speed are the key 

design criteria for line drawing algorithm because computations are often implemented in hardware in 

order to achieve high line-generations speed. Bresenham’s Algorithm is a fundamental algorithm in 

computer graphics. Its basic use it to draw lines on raster graphics devices, however it is useful as a driving 

engine for many other graphics routines. This paper showed how simple transformations are used to derive 

these algorithms  
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